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[1] Single‐particle tracking with time‐dependent global magnetic and electric fields is
used to investigate the generation of the ring current from ionospheric outflows during an
internally driven substorm. We show that the energization of the ions is not correlated with
the time that the ions leave the ionosphere; instead energization is correlated with the
formation of an injection front driven by an earthward moving flux rope at onset. Because
of the large gyroradius of the O+ ions, they experience strong dawn‐dusk acceleration
in the vicinity of the injection front. The acceleration is strongly influenced by small‐scale
structures including the Hall electric field and the development of kinks across the tail. H+

is mainly energized by betatron acceleration as it is injected into the inner magnetosphere
with less average energy than the O+ ions. In this paper we investigate the conditions
that lead to the formation of the injection front and small‐scale structures (∼1 RE) in the
current sheet, such as tail kinking and flux ropes, that are correlated with particle
convection and energization at substorm onset. High‐resolution capabilities allow us to
resolve these small‐scale processes within a thin (<1000 km) current sheet, and we
show that simulations with coarse grid resolution underestimate the energization of ring
current particles. The role of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) Bz on dayside particle
loss is also examined. It is found that northerly turning IMF at or shortly after onset
is important in producing a symmetric ring current, but the degree of turning is not as
critical.

Citation: Cash, M. D., R. M. Winglee, and E. M. Harnett (2010), Ring current formation influenced by solar wind substorm
conditions, J. Geophys. Res., 115, A05218, doi:10.1029/2009JA014909.

1. Introduction

[2] The ring current is a large‐scale electric current that
flows westward around the Earth between ∼2 and 9 RE

[Daglis et al., 1999b]. Westward traveling ions with ener-
gies ranging from 10 to 300 keV carry the bulk (∼90%) of
current produced by the oppositely drifting electrons and
ions [Baker and Daglis, 2006, and references therein]; the
electrons contribute only ∼1% as much energy as the pro-
tons during quiet times, and during active periods the rela-
tive electron‐to‐proton contribution increases to ∼8%–19%
[Liu et al., 2005]. Two ring current sources are the solar
wind and ionosphere [Elliott et al., 2001, and references
therein], and the relative contribution of each source remains
unresolved. Using the presence of He++ in ISEE 1 data,
Lennartsson [1987, 1992] demonstrated that the solar wind
is always a significant component in the plasma sheet.
Protons originate from both the solar wind and the iono-
sphere, but the low initial energy of the ionospheric ions
(≤10 eV) compared to the energy of the arriving solar wind

protons (≥1 keV) led scientists to initially believe that the
ionosphere was not a relevant contributor to the population
of energetic H+ observed in the magnetosphere since out-
flowing protons were not thought to experience the heating
or acceleration necessary to energize them to the charac-
teristic tens of eV to several keV energies observed in the
magnetospheric proton population [Moore and Delcourt,
1995]. However, with the discovery of energetic O+ (up to
17 keV) in the magnetosphere [Shelley et al., 1972], the
Earth’s ionosphere could no longer be considered a negli-
gible plasma source [Moore and Delcourt, 1995]. The dis-
covery of this energetic O+ population suggested that
magnetospheric processes are capable of energizing low‐
energy ionospheric ions and transporting them to the inner
magnetosphere [Chappell et al., 1987]. Thus, Chappell et
al. [1987] concluded that the ionosphere is a significant, if
not dominant, source of magnetospheric plasma during
active periods. The solar wind may supply the energy, but
the ionosphere supplies the vast majority of particles
[Chappell et al., 1987]. One of the principal unsolved pro-
blems in magnetospheric physics has now become under-
standing how terrestrial ions are accelerated from their low
initial energies of ∼10 eV to the 1–500 keV energies
observed in the ring current [Roeder et al., 1996]. The
observed low energies of the outflowing terrestrial ions
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suggest that ring current particles must have been acceler-
ated at some point before becoming trapped around the
Earth and forming the ring current [Delcourt et al., 1994].
[3] Another open question involves the variation in the

source of ring current particles with changing solar condi-
tions. During quiet times, H+ is the dominant ion and O+

contributes 1%–10% of the total energy density, with neg-
ligible contributions from He+ and He++ [Williams, 1985;
Gloeckler et al., 1985; Krimigis et al., 1985; Sheldon and
Hamilton, 1993; Daglis et al., 1994; Roeder et al., 1996].
For moderate to high activity periods, the contribution from
ionospheric O+ increases to ∼27%, making O+ a more
important contributor of particle energy density in the inner
plasma sheet and ring current regions during these times
[Williams, 1987; Hamilton et al., 1988; Roeder et al., 1996;
Baker and Daglis, 2006]. Studies have shown that during
large geomagnetic storms, up to 80% of the ring current
energy density is carried by ionospheric ions [Hamilton et
al., 1988; Sheldon and Hamilton, 1993].
[4] In addition to observations, modeling efforts have also

significantly contributed to our understanding of the source
of magnetospheric particles. A variety of models have been
used to explore mass loading of the magnetosphere by
particles of both solar wind and ionospheric origin. Richard
et al. [1994] examined the entry mechanism of solar wind
ions into the magnetosphere using trajectories of noninter-
acting ions in magnetic and electric fields obtained from a
3‐D magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulation under north-
ward interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) conditions. The
dominant entry mechanism of these particles was convection
into the magnetosphere on reconnecting field lines. Using
Geotail plasma observations and a combination of large‐
scale kinetic (LSK) technique and time‐dependent electric
and magnetic fields from MHD simulations to trace ions
backward in time, Ashour‐Abdalla et al. [1999] investigated
the source of ions observed in the near‐Earth magnetotail in
the midnight sector during a substorm. Two entry mechan-
isms were identified, entry though a high‐latitude recon-
nection region and entry through open field lines, and results
suggest that the magnetosphere contains a mixture of solar
wind particles with different histories and residence times.
The contribution of solar wind ions to the plasma sheet and
nonstorm ring current has also been examined byMoore et al.
[2005] using test particle trajectories in time‐dependent
magnetic and electric fields obtained fromMHD simulations.
[5] Several studies of satellite data have addressed the

importance of the ionospheric contribution to the magneto-
spheric plasma population [Chappell et al., 1987; Moore
and Delcourt, 1995; Andre and Yau, 1997]. Particle track-
ing models have been used in an attempt to quantify the
contribution the ionosphere has on the ring current and
plasma sheet [Delcourt et al., 1994; Delcourt and Sauvaud,
1998; Elliott et al., 2001]. Delcourt et al. [1994] and
Delcourt and Sauvaud [1998] used 3‐D particle codes to
model mass loading of the magnetosphere by outflowing
ionospheric ions. Delcourt et al. [1994] showed that during
quiet times, hydrogen ions from the polar regions were the
main source of the plasma sheet ions. Delcourt and Sauvaud
[1998] used 3‐D single‐particle codes to examine the
transport of plasma sheet particles in the dayside magneto-
sphere and showed that particles from the cusp can flow
back toward the tail along the magnetopause and then

recirculate, significantly contributing to the population of
high‐energy particles in the high‐latitude boundary layer.
[6] The relative importance of solar wind and ionospheric

plasma in producing the mass loading of the magnetosphere
in a self‐consistent model was first examined by Winglee
[1998], who demonstrated that during northward IMF the
solar wind entered the magnetosphere through high‐latitude
reconnection, and solar wind plasma was subsequently
convected into the magnetosphere on reconnected field
lines. Small cross‐polar cap potential during these periods
of northward IMF led to only weak ionospheric outflow,
resulting in the solar wind source dominating the magne-
tospheric plasma. During southward IMF, subsolar recon-
nection dominates, and the solar wind plasma is seen to
convect into the tail, with little of the solar wind plasma
having access to the inner magnetosphere. During these
periods, the cross‐polar cap potential becomes relatively
large, driving enhanced ionospheric outflows, particularly in
heavy ionospheric ions, so that the ionospheric plasma is the
dominant source of plasma to the inner magnetosphere.
[7] In addition to identifying the source populations of

magnetospheric particles, models have been used to inves-
tigate the processes that drive the injection of plasma sheet
particles (irrespective of their source) into the inner mag-
netosphere and that lead to their energization. Moore et al.
[1981] first proposed the “injection front” model in which
dispersionless injections are associated with earthward
propagating magnetic signatures corresponding to a com-
pressional wavefront traveling earthward from a disturbance
occurring in the magnetotail. Using a time‐varying field
model with test‐particle trajectories, Li et al. [1998] dem-
onstrated that dispersionless injections were caused by an
electric field and a self‐consistent magnetic field propagat-
ing toward the Earth; injected electrons were energized
mainly via betatron acceleration. Additional work by Sarris
et al. [2002] supports the idea that as an initial distant
magnetotail perturbation propagates inward as high‐speed
or bursty bulk flows, the perturbation slows down as it
approaches the inner magnetosphere, causing dipolarization,
a compression wave, and dispersionless injections. Several
studies using MHD and test‐particle simulations support the
identification of near‐Earth magnetic reconnection as the
ultimate cause of substorm energetic particle injections in
the inner magnetosphere [Birn et al., 1997; Thomsen et al.,
2001; Li et al., 2003]. The injection of energetic ions has
also been modeled using the comprehensive ring current
model (CRCM), which uses a self‐consistently calculated
electric field to simulate the evolution of the plasma distri-
bution in the inner magnetosphere [Fok et al., 2001]. CRCM
results for H+ fluxes during the 2 May 1986 magnetic storm
agree well with observations. The CRCM predicts stronger
electric fields near Earth in the dusk‐midnight quadrant,
resulting in deeper and faster particle injection into the ring
current.
[8] Recent models have also explored the process by

which electromagnetic fields are responsible for the injec-
tion of plasma into the inner magnetosphere. The cycles of
distention and dipolarization of the magnetic field appear to
have no net effect on the transport of plasma; all net plasma
transport into the inner magnetosphere seems to be driven
by enhanced global convection electric fields [Fok et al.,
1999]. Modeling ring current formation using an induc-
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tive, localized electric field tied to cycles of stretching and
dipolarization of the Tsyganenko magnetic field model, Fok
et al. [1996] found that the overall increase in the ring
current energy during substorms is a result of the enhanced
convection field. Seeking to clarify the relative influences of
steady convection and induction electric fields, Fok et al.
[1999] used single‐particle codes to trace particle trajecto-
ries backward in time to obtain nightside ion distributions
and were able to generate substorm injection features such
as the earthward moving “injection front.” Fok et al. [1999]
found that convection electric field enhancement is critical
in order to produce observable changes in the ring current,
and without convection enhancement, substorms mainly
only produce an enhancement of the cross‐tail current.
[9] Dipolarization associated with particle injection can

result in both adiabatic and nonadiabatic energization
mechanisms. Lavraud and Jordanova [2007] used the
kinetic ring current‐atmospheric interactions model (RAM)
developed by Jordanova et al. [1996] to explore whether a
cold‐dense plasma may lead to a stronger ring current than
hot‐tenuous plasma. They found that high‐energy protons
drift duskward, while lower‐energy protons are able to
convect closer to Earth under the influence of electric drift.
These less energetic protons are energized through adiabatic
heating in the increasing magnetic field and shortening field
lines (i.e., betatron and Fermi acceleration). Birn et al.
[1997] and Li et al. [1998] both found that much of the
energization associated with the injection could be attributed
to betatron acceleration in the dipolarizing magnetic field
earthward of the near‐Earth reconnection region. During
such dipolarization, significant nonadiabatic particle accel-
eration has been shown to result from short‐lived induced
electric fields with no well‐defined upper limit to the ener-
gization obtained [Delcourt, 2002].
[10] Once injected into the ring current region, energized

particles will form either an asymmetric or symmetric ring
current depending on the orientation and characteristics of
the solar wind. Using a global drift‐loss model by
Jordanova et al. [2001], Kozyra et al. [2002] examined the
decay of the ring current in the early recovery phase and
addressed the role of preconditioning in multistep ring
current development. Short periods of northward turning of
the IMF trap the ring current ions on closed trajectories and
seal off the dayside loss region. Likewise, decreasing the
strength of a southward IMF also leads to the trapping of
ring current particles in the inner magnetosphere on closed
drift paths [Kozyra et al., 2002].
[11] In this paper, the energization of ionospheric ions in

the terrestrial magnetotail and the trapping of these particles
in the ring current are examined from a particle perspective
using time‐dependent electric and magnetic fields from
multifluid simulations in order to address the question of
what processes (1) drive the injection of particles in the
inner magnetosphere and (2) lead to their energization to
form the ring current. The specific goal of this paper is to
investigate the conditions that lead to the injection front of
energetic particles that potentially feed the ring current as
proposed by Li et al. [2003], and how these conditions lead
to the formation of the asymmetric and symmetric compo-
nents of the ring current. Electrons are neglected due to their
small energy contribution [Liu et al., 2005], and the iono-
spheric source is chosen as the primary source of particles

since the ionosphere is supplying the bulk of the tail plasma
for the conditions considered here [Winglee et al., 2009].
The details of the multifluid simulation code and the particle
tracking algorithms are given in section 2. Section 3 explores
particle energization and trapping during an internally
driven substorm with changes in solar wind Bz. Small‐scale
structures within a thin postplasmoid current sheet and
earthward moving flux ropes are found to accelerate and
energize particles during a constantly southward IMF. The
importance of high‐resolution capabilities is illustrated by
the need to resolve these small‐scale current sheet structures
in order to observe physical acceleration mechanisms. Once
energized, the generation of a symmetric ring current is
considered for changing solar wind Bz conditions. The role
of northerly turnings in the IMF as well as the timing and
degree of the northward turning are examined, and it is
found that a northerly turning is important in producing a
symmetric current ring, but the degree of northward turning
is not as critical. A northerly turning to zero IMF appears to
still allow for the formation of a symmetric ring current. A
summary of the results and conclusions regarding particle
injection, acceleration, and trapping during an internally
driven substorm and the influence of small‐scale structures
in the tail on ions from ionospheric origin are presented in
section 4.

2. Simulation Model

2.1. Multifluid Model

[12] The multifluid model employed here (detailed in
Winglee [2004]) simultaneously tracks multiple, separate
ion fluids and an electron fluid. The dynamics of each
plasma component, denoted by the subscript a, are
described by
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which are the conservation equations for mass, momentum,
and pressure. In the above equations, a represents the mass
density, va is the bulk velocity, na is the number density, and
qa is the particle charge. ME denotes the mass of Earth, Pa is
the pressure for each separate ion species, and g, the ratio of
specific heats, is 5/3.
[13] The electrons are assumed to have sufficiently high

mobility along the field lines that they can be approximated
as being in a steady state (dVe/dt = 0) or in drift motion. This
assumption enables the momentum equation (2) for elec-
trons to be reduced to

E
! þ Ve

! � B
!

rð Þ þ rPe

ene
¼ 0: ð4Þ
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Assuming quasineutrality and applying the definitions for
current and electron pressure, the remaining electron
dynamics are given by
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By substituting equation (5) into equation (4), the modified
Ohm’s law becomes
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where ne is the electron density, e the electron charge, J the
current density, and h is the resistivity. The first term in
equation (7) is the ideal Ohm’s law and all ion components
contribute. The second and third terms are the Hall and
pressure gradient corrections, which have been shown to be
important in generating magnetotail flux ropes during
reconnection [Shay et al., 1998; Winglee et al., 1998; Zhu
and Winglee, 1996]. The last term in equation (7) is added
to allow finite conductivity in the ionosphere only; no
anomalous resistivity is included in the code and at all other
locations the resistivity is zero.
[14] Substituting equation (7) into the individual fluid

momentum equations yields
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If one assumes a single ion species, equation (8) reduces to
the ideal MHD momentum equations. The presence of dif-
ferent ion species means that the first term in equation (8),
which is assumed to be zero in MHD, is actually nonzero
and responsible for producing ion cyclotron effects that are
significant at boundary layers and thin current sheets.

2.2. Boundary and Initial Conditions

[15] The above equations are solved on a “nested”
Cartesian grid system with grid spacing resolution increas-
ing outward from ∼0.3 RE near the Earth to 2.4 RE in the
distant tail; an additional high‐resolution grid system is
placed in the tail with grid spacing varying from 540 down
to 470 km. The entire simulation area extends from +47 RE

sunward to −377 RE downtail, ±94 RE in the dawn‐dusk
direction, and ±70 RE over the poles in order to allow for
a global prospective. A region containing the Earth with
0.3 RE grid resolution extends from +17.7 RE sunward to
−35.4 RE downtail, ±11.8 RE in the dawn‐dusk direction
and ±8.9 RE over the poles. Two additional high‐resolution
grids are included in the tail, with resolution varying from
940 km between −1 to −28 RE downtail, ±8.85 RE in the
y direction, and ±4 RE in the z direction, to a resolution
of 470 km in a region extending −8.85 to −22 RE

downtail, ±4.4 RE in the y direction, and ±2 RE in the
z direction. In these high‐resolution regions, we are able to
resolve small‐scale structures in the tail, which are shown to
be important for particle energization.
[16] The inner boundary of the simulations is set at 2.7 RE

and assumed to have a fixed O+ concentration of 33%, with
the ionospheric density at the inner boundary held fixed at
400 cm−3. In order to attain an initial equilibrium configu-
ration for the magnetosphere, the simulations are run for
2 hours under quiescent conditions during which time
equilibrium is established with zero IMF, a solar wind
density of 6 cm−3, and a solar wind velocity of 450 km/s.
Once an approximate equilibrium configuration is estab-
lished, the Bz component of the IMF is turned southward to
−5 nT at 0200 UT and all other solar wind parameters
remain unchanged. After the initial southward IMF propa-
gates through the magnetosphere, six different cases are
examined by turning the IMF northward at various times
and to varying degrees, while holding all other parameters
constant. In this paper, we explore these different cases for
the changing solar wind IMF Bz. The six cases examined are
as follows: (1) the IMF is kept southward at −5 nT for the
entire run; (2–5) the IMF is southward initially and turns
northward to 0 nT at 0232, 0244, 0257, and 0313 UT,
respectively; (6) the IMF is southward initially and turns
northward to 5 nT at 0310 UT. The electric and magnetic
fields from the multifluid simulations were saved at
1.5 minute (simulated time) intervals as they were run, and
these fields were then read into the particle tracking model
described below.

2.3. Particle Tracking

[17] The three‐dimensional, time‐dependent magnetic and
electric fields obtained from the multifluid simulations are
input into a particle trajectory model, which tracks the flow
and energization of particles from their initial sources as
they convect through the magnetosphere. For particle
tracking, the electric and magnetic fields from the multifluid
simulations are used in the Lorentz force equation,

mn
d Vn

!

dt
¼ qn E

!
rð Þ þ vn� B

!
rð Þ

� �
: ð9Þ

[18] To determine the electric and magnetic fields at any
particular position and time, a linear interpolation scheme is
used between grid points and time steps. This interpolation
method is chosen because it allows repeated use of the given
electric and magnetic fields for various particle simulations.
Thus, the same electric and magnetic fields can be used to
investigate the response of different ion species from several
injection locations (sources) over a similar timescale. The
effects of gravity can be ignored because of the strong
convective conditions.
[19] All particles are injected into the simulation at an

altitude of 3.5 RE, slightly higher than the inner boundary of
the simulations, in order to avoid boundary condition
effects. Particles are injected at a variety of magnetic local
times (MLTs), and latitudes ranging from 35° to 85° in order
to find the outflow location that allowed for greatest
observed particle energization, the geo‐optimal location
from which to initialize the particles. The observed geo‐
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optimal location differed in MLT for H+ and O+, but for
both ions the greatest energization was observed when
particles were launched from auroral latitudes. For the
hydrogen ions, the greatest particle energization occurred
for ions injected on the nightside in a region extending from
55° to 75° latitude and from 22 to 02 MLT. For the oxygen
ions, the geo‐optimal location for particle injection was
slightly dawn of midnight, from 02 to 06 MLT and from 55°
to 75° latitude. For both species, particles are initialized with
a beam velocity of 400 m/s and a randomly distributed
thermal velocity of 4 km/s in an isotropic Maxwellian. This
gives average outflow energies of 0.08 and 1.3 eV for H+

and O+, respectively.
[20] In these simulations, both continuous and one‐time

injection schemes are used. For continuous injections, the
injection rate varied from 2000 particles injected at 6 minute
time intervals, to 100,000 particles injected at 2 minute time
intervals. The total number of particles injected was limited
to 1,000,000 over the period of interest (typically 2 hours).
For the one‐time particle injection scheme, 100,000 ions
where launched from the midnight sector at a single time in
order to allow for detailed examination of convection pat-
terns and energization regions. The continuous injection
scheme, while lacking the ability to provide detailed infor-
mation about the convection pattern of a particular source at
a given time, allows for full temporal coverage, which is
necessary in determining the conditions capable of produc-
ing a stable ring current. This scheme also allows for
improved particle statistics and is used in the quantitative
flux calculations.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Flux Ropes and Thin Current Sheets Energize
Particles

[21] To explore potential energization mechanisms for H+

and O+, a one‐time injection of 100,000 ions launched from
the midnight sector is considered for each species. The one‐
time injection enables us to investigate the relationship
between particle injection and substorm timing, and to
correlate regions of particle energization with structures in
the electric and magnetic fields. Particles were injected at
times ranging from 0220 to 0238 UT in order to determine if
particle energization occurs a fixed amount of time after the
initial injection or if particle energization is more dependent
on structures within the electromagnetic fields, and occurs at
approximately the same time regardless of the initiation
time. Analysis of eight different starting times for each ion
species demonstrated that the structures within the electro-
magnetic fields dominate particle energization and injection
into the inner magnetosphere. All particles launched
between 0220 and 0234 UT are injected in a group in
relation to the development of an injection front that forms
in the tail between 0257 and 0302 UT. The injection front
appears to be related to the formation of a large earthward
moving flux rope at 0257 UT, which impacts the inner edge
of the plasma sheet at 0259 UT [see Winglee et al., 2009
Figure 11].
[22] Particle tracking results for O+ launched at 0220 UT

in a continuously southward IMF are shown in Figure 1.
Figures 1a–1d show particle energy plotted on top of white

magnetic field lines, and Figures 1e–1h show an equatorial
view of the particles plotted with white arrows showing
the bulk O+ velocity. Figures 1a, 1b, 1e, and 1f show the
magnetosphere in a stretched configuration with the tail field
lines basically parallel to the equatorial plane. This mag-
netospheric configuration developed after the formation
of an X line and the ejection of a plasmoid at 0235 UT.
The retreating plasmoid leaves a thin current sheet behind
(0241 UT) and fast flows in the x direction result in the
formation of a Y line (0246 UT) with the magnetic field
lines parallel to the equatorial plane. (For a more detailed
discussion of the timing of this substorm, see Winglee
et al. [2009]). Within the Y line, magnetic reconnection is
observed around 14 RE and oxygen ions are observed to gain
energy as they move duskward (Figures 1a, 1b, 1e, and 1f).
The gyroradius of O+ is larger than the current sheet
thickness and oxygen ions can experience strong accelera-
tion by the convection electric field as they travel across the
tail. The inductive electric field also transports the particles
toward Earth via E × B drift, energizing the ions further due
to betatron acceleration. When energized particles reach the
inner edge of the plasma sheet on the dusk side, they drift
westward due to DB and curvature drifts. While the high‐
energy particles drift duskward, lower‐energy ions (<5 keV)
in the postmidnight region are observed to convect eastward
around the Earth under the influence of electric field drift
(Figures 1g and 1h). These results agree with De Michelis
et al. [1997], who observed local time asymmetries between
two populations of oppositely drifting ions and calculated
the energy threshold separating energetic westward drifting
ions from less energetic eastward drifting ions to be ∼5 keV
at 00 MLT and 6 RE. A separate group of low‐energy par-
ticles can be seen to flow up above the current sheet in the
isometric projection of the magnetosphere on the left side
of Figures 1a–1d. These are particles from the initial injec-
tion convecting downtail on open field lines.
[23] The formation of a large earthward moving flux rope

around −16 RE at 0257 UT signifies the end of the stretched
configuration of the magnetosphere and in the subsequent
images (Figures 1g and 1h), the energy dispersion of O+ is
no longer spread uniformly in the y direction with the most
energetic particles being on the dusk side of the current
sheet and the least energetic particles closer to midnight.
Instead, the particles are energized in a group (injection
front). These later times represent substorm conditions as a
large earthward moving flux rope develops around −16 RE

in the wake of a tailward moving flux rope, which is
observed at −35 RE in Figure 1c exiting the image. The
earthward moving flux rope develops at 0257 UT near the
location of the X line and reaches the inner edge of the
plasma sheet 2 minutes later. The tailward moving flux rope
is clearly visible in Figure 1c; however, it is helpful to look
at a higher‐resolution image in order to distinguish the earth-
ward moving flux rope (Figures 2 and 5). To more clearly
see the relationship between this energization region and the
electric and magnetic fields, a higher‐resolution image of the
region of interest is plotted for 0257 UT in Figure 2.
[24] Figure 2a shows the same energization region from

Figure 1g, but only in the tail. The particles are color coded
for energy and plotted on top of white arrows showing
the O+ velocity flow direction. The shaded dashed box
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Figure 1. Time evolution of a single injection at 0220 UT of 100,000 O+ ions injected at an altitude of
3.5 RE from 55° to 75° latitude and from 2200 to 0200 magnetic local time (MLT). The particles are color
coded to energy and plotted alongside white magnetic field lines and white O+ flow vectors (equatorial
plane). Magenta circles represent L‐shell values of 4, 6, and 8 and a magenta cross denotes a clearly rec-
ognizable X line. (e, f) Energization due to cross‐tail convection is clearly visible. (c) An earthward mov-
ing flux rope is observed in the tail at −16 RE (see Figure 2b) and (g) particle energization occurs in a
group around 16 RE. (d) Injection front observed in Figure 1c has moved earthward and particles are being
deposited in the inner magnetosphere.
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represents a region of highest resolution, 470 km, and the
area circled in red is a region where particle acceleration is
observed. Figures 2c and 2f explore possible mechanisms
for the observed energization. In Figure 2b, within the
highest‐resolution region, a large earthward moving flux
rope can be seen. There is some overlap between the dusk
edge of the flux rope around y = −2 RE and the region of

energization; however, most particle acceleration is observed
duskward of this large flux rope. In Figure 2c the same
O+ ions shown in Figure 2a are plotted, but this time the
particles are color coded according to the change in particle
energy. Within the high‐resolution region, channel‐like struc-
tures can be observed in the Hall component of the electric
field. These structures, which represent kinks in the current

Figure 2. (a) High‐resolution image of Figure 1c showing particles within 2 RE of the equatorial plane.
The shaded dashed box corresponds to an even higher resolution region. (b) White magnetic field lines are
plotted over a contour plot of the O+ velocity in the x direction. A large earthward moving flux rope can
be seen to extend from the top of the black dashed high‐resolution box to the lower edge in a horseshoe
shape. The red dashed circle shows the location of particle energization. (c) Particles with >2 keV change
in energy are plotted on a contour plot of the Hall component of the electric field, which shows kinking in
the tail current sheet. The region of particle energization is duskward of the noon‐midnight meridian and
the earthward moving flux rope. (d–f) The flux rope and particle positions at time 1.5 min later. The flux
rope has moved earthward and the particles in the energization region have moved earthward in a
corresponding fashion.
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sheet, are more clearly illustrated in Figure 3 where three
downtail cross sections from the high‐resolution region have
been plotted at 0300 UT, a time 3 minutes after the gener-
ation of the large earthward moving flux rope, when the
tail kinks have fully developed. Figures 2d–2f show the
location of the flux rope and front of energetic particles
∼1.5 minutes later. The flux rope has moved ∼2 RE earth-
ward and expanded in the dawn‐dusk direction (Figure 2e),
and the energetic particles are also observed to have moved

∼2 RE earthward during this same time interval. This seems
to suggest that the particles are moving corresponding to the
flux rope and are approaching the Earth as a single injec-
tion front. As the earthward moving flux rope approaches
the inner edge of the plasma sheet, the speed of the flux rope
increases to 600 km/s [Winglee et al., 2009, Figure 13]. A
similar injection feature is not present in the absence of flux
ropes.

Figure 3. Hall component of the electric field as seen from the down tail region (X‐Z plane) showing the
kinking of the current sheet at 0300 UT. Once inside the current sheet, O+ convects duskward following
the sinusoidal kinks. Particles are color coded according to their change in energy (DE) and as they move
duskward (to the left), they gain energy.
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[25] During periods of southward IMF, a thin current
sheet often develops in association with reconnection in the
tail region and the formation of flux ropes. Harnett et al.
[2006] reported that as a flux rope moves downtail, it
leaves behind a thin, 1200 km wide current sheet, which is
subject to small‐scale kinking and twisting. In Figure 3 such
sinusoidal kinks in the tail are clearly visible in the Hall

component of the electric field. The current sheet is bounded
above and below by the Hall electric field, which is directed
downward above the current sheet and upward below the
current sheet, helping to channel particles into the current
sheet region. The Hall term is responsible for the enhanced
flow of plasma from the lobes into the plasma sheet. In this
region the O+ gyroradius is ∼2 RE, much larger than the

Figure 4. As in Figure 1 but this time for protons. Note the asymmetries between the energization of H+

versus O+.
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Figure 5. Time evolution of downtail region where (b) the earthward moving flux rope is first observed.
Note the large group of particles contained within the flux rope. (c) Particles are seen to move earthward
with the flux rope, and (d) the particles have reached the inner edge of the plasma sheet where they are
deposited into the inner magnetosphere. Particles plotted have energies >1 keV. By plotting only the more
energetic protons, a group of particles becomes easily identifiable. This group of particles is seen to prop-
agate earthward, getting energized and injected into the inner magnetosphere between 0300 and 0301 UT.
This appears to be an injection front.
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thickness of the thin current sheet. The O+ ions follow the
sinusoidal path bounded by the Hall electric field as
the particles convect duskward due to the cross‐tail current.
The kinks in the Hall component of the electric field are
observed to have a wavelength of ∼1 RE and amplitude of
∼0.6 RE, and as the oxygen ions move through these kinks,
they gain energy. Intensifications in the Hall component of
the electric field appear to occur on the outer edge of the
kinks. Flux ropes forming within the current sheet are also
observed to be bounded above and below by the Hall cur-
rent. Resolving these small‐scale structures within the thin
current sheet appears to be important for particle accelera-
tion (see section 3.3 for a discussion of high‐resolution
results versus low‐resolution results).
[26] A different mechanism dominates the energization of

H+, which is accelerated closer to the inner edge of the
plasma sheet. Figure 4 shows particle tracking results for H+

under the same simulation conditions used for the O+ case: a
single injection of 100,000 particles launched at 0220 UT
from the nightside in a continuously southward IMF. The
majority of the particles are observed to travel downtail
where they experience only slight acceleration. Particles
trapped on closed field lines are pushed earthward by fast
flows from reconnection and become energized to >50 keV
by betatron acceleration as they move earthward. Once
inside the inner magnetosphere, energetic protons convect
duskward due toDB and curvature drift, and the less energetic
protons in the postmidnight sector convect eastward around
the Earth (Figures 4g and 4h), as was observed previously
for O+. During substorm conditions such as those observed
at 0257 UT, bursty bulk flows can result in increased particle
energization (Figure 4g). As the large flux rope at 0257 UT
moves earthward, a group of particles moves with the flux
rope and is energized by adiabatic compression. The cor-
relation between the flux rope and the energization of H+

can be seen more clearly in Figure 5 where 100,000 particles
with an average initial energy of 0.08 eV are injected every
2 minutes in a continuous injection.
[27] Figure 5a shows protons within the thin current sheet

before the formation of the large earthward moving flux

rope at ∼16 RE (Figure 5b). As the flux rope develops, a
large number of particles get trapped within the flux rope
and the region tailward of the flux rope becomes empty of
particles. As the flux rope moves earthward, the protons
move with the flux rope and are energized as they enter
the inner magnetosphere due to betatron acceleration
(Figures 5d and 5e). The arrival of the flux rope at the
inner edge of the plasma sheet represents an injection front
of particles deposited into the inner magnetosphere at one
time. Behind the injection front the region from −15 to
−20 RE is mainly devoid of particles (Figure 5e) until 0303
UT when protons are again seen to populate this region of
the tail (Figure 5f).
[28] Several noteworthy asymmetries are observed

between H+ and O+. Overall, less particle acceleration is
observed for H+ compared to O+ and the two species appear
to be accelerated by different mechanisms: H+ ions are
energized through betatron acceleration as they move along
the field lines, while O+ ions are accelerated by the cross‐tail
electric field. In the multifluid model, the field‐aligned flow
of H+ and the cross‐tail flow of O+ are clearly visible
(Figure 6). The fluid velocity flow vectors depicted in
Figure 6 illustrate the flow of the H+ fluid in the positive
and negative x direction and the flow of the O+ fluid in the
negative y direction.
[29] The asymmetries observed between H+ and O+ ener-

gization are consistent with recent THEMIS spacecraft
observations of substorms, which detected two discrete com-
ponents in the ion distribution [Angelopoulos et al., 2008].
One component was aligned with the magnetic field and
the other was propagating perpendicular to the field. Using
single‐particle tracking, we observe protons to move in the
field‐aligned direction and O+ to move perpendicular to the
magnetic field in the magnetotail (see Figures 1 and 3), these
results are consistent with results observed using only the
multifluid model (Figure 6). The asymmetry between the two
ion species results from the presence of a thin current sheet
which enables O+ to become demagnetized and move in a
perpendicular direction (Figure 6b), while the motion of H+

remains in a field‐aligned direction (Figure 6a). The high‐

Figure 6. Velocity flow vectors for H+ and O+ fluids obtained from the multifluid model at 0250 UT.
(a) Protons flow mainly in the x direction, while (b) the bulk oxygen motion in the midtail is in the dawn‐
to‐dusk direction.
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[37] Similarly, O+ experiences less downtail and cross‐tail
acceleration. Figures 10a and 10b show the Hall component
of the electric field in a cross‐tail plane at 18 RE for the
high‐resolution and low‐resolution cases, respectively. With
only low resolution, the O+ crossing of the thin current sheet
is not well resolved and oxygen ions are not observed to
gain energy as they convect duskward. Instead, it is not until
the oxygen ions research the LLBL that they are accelerated
(Figure 10b). No oxygen ions enter the ring current between
1800 and 2400 MLT in the low‐resolution case, and thus a
symmetric ring current cannot form. These results suggest
that particles forming the ring current are accelerated by
small‐scale processes within a thin current sheet (<1000 km),
and that simulations with coarse‐grid resolution underesti-
mate the energization of the ring current particles.
[38] In order to obtain an accurate picture of particle

energization, the detailed structure of thin current sheets
must be fully resolved by simulations, as in our multifluid‐
multiscale model [Harnett et al., 2006]. A multiscale model
that can fully resolve the thinning of the current sheet and
the disturbances by tail current sheet kinking predicts greater
particle energization. The oxygen ions need to experience
multiple encounters with the small‐scale kinks in order to
be energized to higher energies. When underresolved
(Figure 10b), the peak magnitude of the electric field and
current structures is smaller because the peak intensities are

averaged over several grid points of the higher‐resolution
simulations. In low resolution the peak intensities are
spread out over a larger area so that neither the small‐scale
structures nor the large intensities can be identified. Cluster
data recently demonstrated the thinning of the current sheet
from about 1 RE down to about 400 km [Nakamura et al.,
2002], further supporting the need for high‐resolution
capabilities in order to see the effects of these small‐scale
structures in a global model.

3.4. Calculated Particle Flux in Ring Current

[39] In order to quantify the model results, the energy flux
for ring current particles in our model is compared with the
expected values from observations and theory. To obtain a
realistic, quantitative value for the energy flux of particles
injected into the ring current region, we first correlate the
rate at which ions are injected into the simulation with
observed rates for ion outflow. Several studies have
addressed bulk ion outflow rates for the auroral zones
[Collin et al., 1984; Shelley, 1985; Yau et al., 1985;
Chappell et al., 1987; Yau and Andre, 1997]. Collin et al.
[1984] used S3‐3 satellite data to determine the total out-
flow rate for H+ and O+, but were limited to energies
between 0.5 and 16 keV due to the low‐energy threshold of
the spectrometer. Yau et al. [1985] used data from the
Dynamic Explorer 1 (DE 1) spacecraft to repeat the work

Figure 10. Hall component of the electric field as seen from the downtail region (X‐Z plane) showing
the kinking of the current sheet, but this time as observed with a resolution of ∼0.3 RE. (a) Oxygen ion
with high resolution and (b) the same run using only low resolution. The particles do not enter the current
sheet or follow the kinks as observed in Figure 3. Instead three groups of ions are observed: a group of
low‐energy particles convecting downtail which can be seen above the current sheet; a group of low‐
energy particles just duskward of midnight slightly above the current sheet; and a group of particles on the
duskward side of the image which have encountered the low‐latitude boundary layer (LLBL) and gained
energy. In contrast, in Figure 10a, the same box with particles that have been allowed to interact with the
high‐resolution region in the tail. These particles make it into the current sheet and can be seen to convect
duskward within the current sheet. There is also a low‐energy population of particles above the current
sheet, but these particles are observed to convect southward and into the current sheet. Particles are color
coded according to their change in energy (DE).
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done by Collin et al. [1984], but for lower energies, down to
10 eV. With this expanded energy range, Yau et al. [1985]
obtained outflow rates that were 2.5 to 5 times larger than
those obtained by Collin et al. [1984]. These results indi-
cated the dominance of 10–500 eV ions in the upward ion
flows. Ions with energies <1 keV were found to be the most
prevalent with 1–17 keV ions contributing less than 10% of
the total ion outflow. Outflow from the auroral regions was
determined to be greater than polar cap ion outflow.
[40] These previous works are summarized by Chappell et

al. [1987] who, after subtracting out the cleft ion fountain
contribution, determined the bulk ion outflow to be between
2.6 × 1025 and 3.3 × 1025 ions/s for active conditions, during
solar minimum and during solar maximum, respectively, for
the auroral zone. This work was expanded upon by Yau and
Andre [1997], who also examined the sources of ion outflow
and determined that the bulk flow occurs at auroral latitudes
from 400 to 1500 km altitudes or higher, at velocities up to
∼1 km/s and outflowing fluxes up to 1013 m−2 s−1. Their
results give ion outflow rates for H+ and O+ at 0.01–17 keV
integrated over all MLT and invariant latitude above 56° in
both hemispheres as a function of the magnetic Kp index.
For active conditions (Kp ∼ 3), H+ outflow is determined to
be around 5 × 1025 ions/s.
[41] In our simulation, ions are injected at latitudes

between 55° and 75° in the auroral zone, which has been
shown to be a significant contributor to the plasma sheet and
ring current [Collin et al., 1984; Shelley, 1985; Yau et al.,
1985; Chappell et al., 1987]. The auroral zone source is
also relatively energetic compared to other ionospheric
sources such as the cleft ion fountain, polar cap, and polar
wind, with outflowing ions having energies in the 10 eV to
10 keV range. The particles are initialized with an initial
injection energy of <0.1 eV, which is at the lower end of the
typical energy range of outflowing auroral zone ions. The
particles are injected over a range of 6 hours MLT centered
at midnight at an altitude of 3.5 RE. One hundred thousand
ions are continuously injected into an area 1.165 × 108 km2

in the nightside auroral region every 6 minutes, giving an
injection rate of ∼272 ions/s.
[42] The composition of the ring current during storm and

substorm conditions has been explored in several papers
[Frank, 1967; Lui et al., 1987; Lui and Hamilton, 1992; De
Michelis et al., 1997]. The ring current consists of energetic
ions between 1–200 keV at distances from 2.5 to 8 RE [Lui
et al., 1987]. During solar minimum, H+ ions with energies
of 20 to 200 keV make up the majority of the ring current
system [De Michelis et al., 1997]. During moderate storms,
the ring current energy density is contributed mainly by
protons in the 20 to 300 keV energy range with 70%–85%
of the ring current energy density carried by 25 keV to
1 MeV ions [Lui et al., 1987], and during intense storms,
ionospheric O+ ions have been shown to become the domi-
nate species in the ring current, contributing more than 70%

of the total energy density [Daglis et al., 1999a]. According to
Frank [1967], protons with energies >100 keV do not sig-
nificantly contribute to the ring current energy density and
have been shown to be insufficient by at least an order of
magnitude for explaining the observed decrease in Earth’s
surface magnetic field during geomagnetic storms.
[43] Table 1 gives the model results for ring current values

for H+ and O+ compared to observations for protons. The
simulation values were obtained using the same injection
rate for H+ and O+; the relative contribution of these two
ion species varies as a function of the magnetic Kp index.
All the flux values are calculated in one quadrant of a
toroidal region between 1800 and 2400 MLT at a radial
distance of 6 to 8 RE. Peak flux values for protons were
observed in the simulation at 0310 UT, 11 minutes after the
large earthward moving flux rope reaches the inner edge
of the plasma sheet depositing energized particles into the
inner magnetosphere. Peak flux values for oxygen ions were
observed 2 minutes later at 0312 UT. These peaks corre-
spond with the injection of energetic particles from the
injection front. For both H+ and O+, the injection front
reaches 1800 MLT at 0315 UT. After the passage of the
injection front, a decrease in particle density is observed,
followed by a second increase ∼20 minutes (0320 UT) after
the earthward moving flux rope reaches the inner edge of the
plasma sheet. The region behind the flux rope has been
cleared of particles (see Figure 5) and it takes a few minutes
before the continuously injected particles fill this region
again, and a corresponding increase in the flux density is
observed.
[44] For both ion species the average energy is within the

observed range; however, the model energy density and
current density are each about two orders of magnitude
lower than the observed values. These results are interesting
in that the processes described above can produce the
energization of an individual ion that typically accompanies
magnetospheric activity, but the fluxes are smaller. A
number of reasons could account for the lower densities,
including assumptions behind the ion outflow rate normal-
ization. The observed outflow rates were measured over all
MLT and invariant latitude above 56° in both hemispheres.
Here we consider the ionospheric outflow to originate from
a wedge‐shaped region in the midnight sector, and assume
that the observed outflow rate is uniform over all MLTs and
take only a subset of the observed outflow area. Thus, a
larger ion injection area may need to be considered.
[45] The fact that these results for an isolated substorm

produce the energization of individual ions suggest the
accuracy of the model in predicting physical quantities such
as magnitude and location of enhancements in the electric
field and current density in the tail. The result that the fluxes
are low is consistent with the fact that the predicted iono-
spheric outflow rates from fluid models for substorms are
typically lower by an order of magnitude for H+ and nearly

Table 1. Simulation Results Obtained at 0310 UT

Parameter H+ Particles O+ Particles H+ Observation Reference

Average energy (keV) 27.4 37.1 10–100 Daglis et al. [1999b]
Energy density (erg/cm3) 5.15 × 10−10 7.88 × 10−10 9.00 × 10−8 Frank [1967]
Current density (nA/m2) 6.71 × 10−2 1.027 × 10−1 1–4 Lui and Hamilton [1992]
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two orders of magnitude for O+ for storms. Our results are
consistent with those noted in the introduction that O+ is the
primary current carrier of the ring current.

4. Conclusion

[46] The generation of the terrestrial ring current has
been investigated using single‐particle tracking and time‐
dependent global magnetic and electric fields from multi-
fluid simulations. Observing the energization and trapping
of different ionospheric ions, we determined the following.
[47] 1. For particle energization, structures within the

electromagnetic fields are more important in determining
when particles get accelerated than the time elapsed since
particles were launched from the ionosphere. For a contin-
uously southward IMF, test particle acceleration is observed
corresponding to substorm development noted by the pres-
ence of a large flux rope and a thin, kinked current sheet.
Flux ropes and the thin current sheet appear to play a central
role in particle acceleration resulting in increased energiza-
tion during substorms.
[48] 2. Small‐scale structures such as the kinks in the thin

current sheet play an important role in particle energization.
The thin current sheet is bound above and below by the Hall
component of the electric field, which acts as a boundary for
O+ convecting across the tail. As the particles convect
through the kinking current sheet they gain energy. The
largest intensification of the Hall term appears on the outer
edge of the kinks. When the kinks are underresolved, the
peak magnitude of the Hall current is smaller. In order to
resolve the kinks, the resolution must be able to capture a
wavelength of ∼1 RE and amplitude of 0.6 RE. High‐
resolution capabilities in the model are important, as
evidenced by substantial differences between low‐resolution
and high‐resolution results. In the low‐resolution simula-
tions, particles are not energized in the tail by small‐scale
plasma structures as observed in the high‐resolution case,
but rather the particles are only energized when they
encounter hot plasma near the low‐latitude boundary layer.
Using solely low‐resolution gridding, ring current formation
was not observed.
[49] 3. During substorms assymetries are observed

between ionospheric H+ and O+ acceleration mechanisms.
Once in the current sheet, oxygen ions, due to their large
gyroradius, move in the dawn‐to‐dusk direction according
to the electric field, while protons move earthward on
reconnecting field lines. This results in H+ flowing in a
field‐aligned direction, while O+ flows perpendicular to the
field. These two perpendiular ion streams could explain the
two separate ion components observed by THEMIS, one
flowing in a field‐aligned direction and the other perpen-
dicular to the field. Oxygen ions are observed to gain more
energy than the protons, which are energized by bursty bulk
flows closer to the plasma sheet inner boundary.
[50] 4. After the particles have been accelerated during an

initial period of southward IMF, a northward turning of the
IMF is required in order to trap energetic particles and allow
them to convect past noon. During periods of southward
IMF, the magnetopause is compressed to about 10 RE and
energetic particles convecting around Earth encounter the
dayside reconnection region, where they are lost over the
polar cap. Once the IMF turns northward, the magnetopause

moves out to about 13 RE, the reconnection points move to
higher latitudes, and less total reconnection occurs. Such
conditions allow particles, energized during southward IMF,
to become trapped and convect beyond the dayside recon-
nection region. While a northward turning appears to be
essential for particle trapping, the magnitude of the north-
ward turning does not significantly affect ring current for-
mation. Only subtle differences are observed between the
northernly turning case (−5 to 0 nT) and the strongly
northward turning case (−5 to 5 nT), suggesting that as long
as the degree of northward turning is sufficient to allow
enough expansion of the magnetopause for particles to
convect past noon, stronger northward Bz does not appre-
ciably affect the degree of particle trapping.
[51] 5. Our calculated particle fluxes agree with the

observed energies, but the energy and current densities are
two orders of magnitude smaller than those associated with
average periods of low activity. Since we consider only a
substorm, we expect these values to be slightly lower than
storm‐time values, and these results are consistent with the
smaller outflows that are typically associated with isolated
substorms. We plan to address differences observed during
storms versus substorms in future work. Nevertheless, the
present results show that even for an isolated substorm O+ is
the dominant current carrier for the ring current.
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